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Forward-Running Detonation Drivers
for High-Enthalpy Shock Tunnels
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To improve the quality of driving � ows generated with detonation-drivenshock tunnels operated in the forward-
running mode, various detonation drivers with specially designed sections were examined. Four con� gurations of
the specially designed section, three with different converging angles and one with a cavity ring, were simulated
by solving the Euler equations implemented with a pseudo kinetic reaction model. From the � rst three cases, it is
observed that the re� ection of detonation fronts at the converging wall results in an upstream-traveling shock wave
that can increase the � ow pressure that has decreased due to expansion waves, which leads to improvement of the
driving � ow. The con� guration with a cavity ring is found to be more promising because the upstream-traveling
shock wave appears stronger and the detonation front is less overdriven. Although pressure � uctuations due
to shock wave focusing and shock wave re� ection are observable in these detonation-drivers, they attenuate very
rapidly to an acceptable level as the detonationwave propagatesdownstream.Based on the numerical observations,
a new detonation-driven shock tunnel with a cavity ring is designed and installed for experimental investigation.
Experimental results con� rm the conclusion drawn from numerical simulations. The generated driving � ow in
this shock tunnel could maintain uniformity for as long as 4 ms. Feasibility of the proposed detonation driver for
high-enthalpy shock tunnels is well demonstrated.

Nomenclature
DCJ = Chapman–Jouguet (C–J) detonation velocity
e = total energy per mass
F = � ux in x direction
G = � ux in ° direction
h = chemical reaction rate
m1 = molecular weight of the reactant
m2 = molecular weight of the product
PCJ = C–J detonation pressure
Pi = initial pressure in driver section
Pignit = ignition pressure
P0 = initial pressure in driven section
p = pressure
Q = reaction heat per mass
S, H = source terms
Ti = initial temperature in driver section
U = state variable
u = velocity component in x direction
v = velocity component in y direction
Z1 = mass fraction of the reactant
Z2 = mass fraction of the product
®, ¯, Adet = tuned constants of reaction model
° = effective adiabatic exponent
°1 = adiabatic exponent of the reactant
°2 = adiabatic exponent of the product
1s = local mesh size
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1x = mesh size in x direction
1° = mesh size in ° direction
½ = density
½1 = reactant density
½2 = product density

I. Introduction

F ROM the beginning of the past century, aerodynamic research
has been driven by the urge to � y faster and higher. So far,

supersonic � ight has been achieved, and the new century is ex-
pected to be the era of practical hypersonic � ight. The urge poses
many exciting challenges to aerodynamic scientists and engineers.
The developmentof high-enthalpyshock tunnels for reliableground
testing of hypersonic vehicles is one of these research topics. This
is because, for � ight speeds higher than Mach 8, that is, at high
stagnation enthalpies, there exist technological barriers that would
be very hard to overcomewith the blowdown-typehypersonicwind
tunnels.Therefore,shock tunnels become the facilitiesof choice for
high-enthalpyground testing. So far as their operation concepts are
concerned, two major kinds of the shock tunnels are widely applied
to generate high-enthalpy test � ows: One is driven by a free piston
and the other by gaseous detonation.

The concept of the free-pistondriverwas studied as early as 1959
at the National Research Council in Ottawa, Canada, and the work
was reported later by Stalker1 in l961. A series of free-piston shock
tunnels was then initiated in Australia, and the � rst such facility
was realizedby modifyinga conventionalshock tunnel.2 Within the
next threedecades,many free-piston-drivenshock tunnelshavebeen
constructed and installed all over the world, such as T2 and T3 at
the AustralianNationalUniversity,Australia;T4 at the Universityof
Queensland,Australia;T5 at the California Instituteof Technology,
United States; High EnthalpyShock TunnelGöttingenat Göttingen,
Germany; and High Enthalpy Shock Tunnel Kakuda and the High-
Enthalpy Shock Tunnel at the National Aerospace Laboratory at
Kakuda, Japan.3¡8 These shock tunnels are widely used to generate
high-enthalpytest � ows with effective test time ranging from 0.1 to
2.0 ms.

An alternate technique is the so-calleddetonationdriver in which
the driver gas is generated by the detonation of a gaseous reactive
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mixture. As early as 1957, Bird9 studied the wave processes in the
detonationdriver and its superiorperformancecompared to the con-
ventional shock driver. Since then, several detonation-drivenshock
tunnels have been constructedand put into operation.Yu developed
a detonation-drivenshock tube in the backward runningmode at the
Institute of Mechanics in Beijing10;11 and later modi� ed it to be a
shock tunnel.12 Mean while, a 140-mm-diam shock tunnel was con-
structedat the the Shock Wave Laboratory,RheinischWestfälischen
Techischen Hochschule Aachen, Germany, which was largely per-
formed as a joint research project with the Institute of Mechanics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences.13 In addition,two detonation-driven
shock tunnels con� gured in the forward-runningmode are in opera-
tion at GeneralAppliedScienceLaboratoriesin New York and at the
University of Texas in Arlington.14 The effective test time achieved
with the detonation-drivenshock tunnels can be as long as 4.0 ms.

When the detonation-driven shock tunnels are compared with
free-piston-driventunnel, one could see that the detonation-driven
shock tunnelis easier to operatewith a relativelylonger test time and
lower operation cost. However, before completing this technology,
the problems related to the fundamental physics of detonation and
the assessmentof its applicationto high-enthalpyshock tunnelshave
to be investigated.

To explain the operational concept of detonation drivers, it is
helpful to recall the Chapman15–Jouguet16 theory (C–J theory) and
the Taylor similarity law,17 which have proved to describe well the
global features of gaseous detonation.Assume that a tube closed at
one end is � lled with a detonable gas mixture at rest and that the
detonation is initiated at its closed end. The wave motion can be de-
scribed by the C–J theory and the Taylor similarity law. In this wave
system, the detonation front is taken as a shock wave propagating
into the unburned detonable gas mixture, which compresses the gas
mixture ahead of it and elevates the gas pressure and temperature
so high as to initiate an auto-ignition. Hence, a chemical reaction
concurrently takes place in an in� nitely thin reactionzone, and then
the burned gas reaches the state that can be determinedwith the C–J
condition that states that, behind the reaction zone, there is a plane
in which the velocity of the gas particles of the detonation product
relative to the wave front is equal to the local speedof sound.Behind
this C–J plane, the � ow expands to a steady state at zero velocity,
and the uniform pressure is about 40% of the C–J pressure. The
length of the � ow in the uniform state is about half of the distance
in which the detonation wave has propagated. The distributions of
detonation wave properties along the length of the detonation tube
are schematically presented in Fig. 1, which will be used to discuss
further the operating concept of detonation-drivenshock tunnels.

If a driven section is connected to the left of the detonation tube,
as shown in Fig. 1, the tail of the Taylor expansion wave is uti-
lized as the high-pressure driver gas.12;13 This operational concept
is referred to as the backward-runningmode because the detonation
front propagates upstream, instead of in the direction of the � ow in
the driven (or shock) tube. A uniform driving � ow is obtainable in
thismode, but the drivingpressureand temperatureso far achievable
is not as high as that created with a heavy free-piston compression
because of the pressure limitation of the detonation tube materials.
From the detonation properties presented in Fig. 1, it is known that
the driver gas pressure is only about 40% of the C–J pressure and
that the kinetic energy of the gas � ow is zero. This leads to another
way to drive the test gas in the driven section, by connecting the

Fig. 1 Distributionsof detonation waveproperties alongthe length of a
detonationtube; the problem described with the Taylorsimilarity law.17

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 2 Schematic con� gurations of detonation drivers proposed for
numerical investigation.

driven section to the right of the detonation tube; this mode of op-
eration is called the forward-runningmode. That is, the detonation
propagates forward in the direction of the primary shock propaga-
tion in the driven section. It is obvious that a driving � ow of much
higher stagnation pressure could be obtainable, but it is not very
uniform due to the Taylor expansion behind the detonation front.

To overcome the de� ciency of the detonation driver operated in
the forward-running model, several detonation drivers with a spe-
cially designed section are proposed in this paper. The basic idea
is to add this section to the conventional detonation driver so that
an upstream-traveling shock wave could be generated to increase
the � ow pressure that has decreaseddue to expansionwaves. Three
types of detonation drivers, as shown in Fig. 2, are numerically in-
vestigated to examine the driving � ow uniformity. The � rst type of
detonationdriver consists of a large diameter tube, a small diameter
tube, and a converging section between them, as shown in Fig. 2a.
Two con� gurations are obtained by varying the convergence angle
from 30 to 45 deg. The secondtype of detonationdriver, as shown in
Fig. 2b, is similar to the � rst one but without the convergingsection.
Actually, this type can be achieved by increasing the convergence
angleof the � rst type to 90 deg. In the third type of detonationdriver,
as shown in Fig. 2c, the converging section is replaced by a cavity
ring.

When the Euler equations are solved for a binary mixture of
perfect gases implemented with a pseudokinetic reaction model,18

numerical simulations for the four cases are carried out to investi-
gate the effects of various con� gurations on the driving � ow uni-
formity. It is found that the detonation drivers with convergingsec-
tions do improve the driving � ow uniformity, but the one with a
cavity ring shows more promising character. Following the numer-
ical investigation, a detonation-driven shock tunnel with a cavity
ring was manufactured and installed at the Institute of Mechanics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing. Some experiments were
conducted, and pressure histories (pressure variations against time)
were measured at the end wall of the driven section. The experi-
mental data con� rm the numerical investigation,which shows that
multiple shock re� ectionsresultingfrom the speciallydesignedsec-
tion lead to the generationof an upstream-travelingshock wave that
can increase the � ow pressure behind the detonation front and help
to create a uniform test gas slug.

II. Governing Equations and Numerical Methods
The � ow phenomena that are the concern of this paper are the

wave dynamic processes in which viscosity effects are negligible.
The two-dimensional Euler equations in conservation form for a
binary mixture of the perfect gases are written in cylindrical coor-
dinates as

@U
@t

C @F
@x

C @G
@r

C 1
r

S D H (1)

where x , r , and t are the coordinatesand time. U, F, G, S, and H are
the state variables, � uxes, and sources, respectively, and are given
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where the primitivevariablesin the unknownU are density½; the re-
actantdensity½1; the productdensity½2; velocitycomponentsu and
v in the x or ° direction, respectively;the reaction rate h.½1; ½2; p/,
and total energy per unit mass e, related to the equation of state for
the perfect gaseous mixture by

e D p=.° ¡ 1/ C 1
2
½.u2 C v2/ C ½1 Q (3)

where Q is the chemical reaction heat release per unit mass. It is
assumed that the equationof state is independentof the composition
of gas mixtures, but the internal speci� c energy is modi� ed to in-
clude the latent heat of combustion. The density of the gas mixture
is calculated by

½ D ½1 C ½2 (4)

If mass fractions are denoted by Z1 D ½1=½ and Z2 D ½2=½ , the ef-
fective adiabatic exponent of the gas mixture, ° , can be put in the
form

° D
Z1°1=m1.°1 ¡ 1/ C Z2°2=m2.°2 ¡ 1/

Z1=m1.°1 ¡ 1/ C Z2=m2.°2 ¡ 1/
(5)

where°1 andm1 are theadiabaticexponentandmolecularweight for
the reactantand °2 andm2 are the respectiveparametersfor the prod-
uct. The governingequations (1) are discretizedusing a dispersion-
controlled scheme proposed by Jiang et al.19 Time-marching inte-
gration is performed using a Runge–Kutta integration method of
second-order accuracy. The computational mesh uses an equally
spaced Cartesian grid to accommodatethe obliquerigid wall, where
the ratioofmesh size1° =1x is chosenso that theobliquewall could
coincide with the cell diagonal. This choice enables a simple and
accurate algorithm to be implemented with our scheme, producing
a rigid-wall boundary condition of second-order accuracy through
computing the mirror-image � ow states at virtual grid points out-
side the wall. A 5000£ 30 mesh system is generated to cover the
detonationdriver of 5 m in length and 60 mm in diameter. The mesh
size is 1 mm wide, and its length is adjustableaccordingto the given
convergence angle.

III. Reaction Model
To examinegasdynamiccharacteristicsof a detonationdriver, the

entire detonation tube has to be simulated.The mesh size that could
be used, as mentioned in the last section, is still too large to capture
accuratelyeither the detonationstructureor the thicknessof detona-
tion front because of the large length-to-diameter ratio. Therefore,
the strategy for selectinga kinetic reaction rate model is to obtain an
idealized the Taylor expansion wave having an in� nitely thin reac-
tion zone. The emphasis here is to predict the gasdynamics in front
of and following a detonationfront, rather than to produce correctly
either the detailed detonation structure or the process by which a
shock wave propagating in the reactive gas mixture evolves gradu-
ally into a detonation wave. The following pseudokinetic reaction
rate18 has been proved to be acceptable for our purposes:

h.½1; ½2; p/ D
»

0 p < Pignit

¡Adet.DCJ=1s/.p=PCJ/
®Z¯

1 otherwise

(6)

where Adet, ®, and ¯ are dimensionless constants of order unity
whose values are determined by inspecting one-dimensional simu-
lations of detonation and looking for the captured solutions close
to the Taylor similar solutions and the C–J conditions, which are
known to predict well the global features of gaseous detonation. A
set of values for these constants was determined by such a proce-
dure and is given next.18 These constants depend mainly on the gas
mixture and vary slightly with numerical schemes. Once tuned they
keep constant throughout computation:

Pignit D 0:4PCJ; ® D 1:0; ¯ D 0:5; Adet D 1:6
(7)

All of the computational results presented in this paper have been
produced with this set of tuned constants of the pseudokinetic re-
action model. Validation of calculated results with this model has
been carried out by comparison with experimental data. The maxi-
mum discrepancy in the C–J velocity, pressure, and Mach number
is less than 5% (Ref. 18), which is an acceptable level for our pur-
pose of analyzing the wave dynamic processes. However, although
this reaction model is capable of describing the � ow features as
presented by the Taylor similarity law, the von Neumann spike (or
shock pressure) can not be captured, even if the mesh sizes were
suf� ciently � ne. A more detailed reaction model could have been
used to simulate the detonation structure and its associated shock
pressure, but it would also consume much of the computational re-
sources. Although the current model does not include the reaction
zone in the detonation, it nevertheless contains the essential quali-
tative features of the propagating wave and is still a useful tool for
the current parametric study.

IV. Numerical Results and Discussion
With the use of the governingequations, the numerical methods,

and the chemical reaction model introduced in the preceding sec-
tions, the three types of the detonationdrivers (Fig. 2) are simulated
to examine the wave interaction in the specially designed section
and its effects on the driving � ow. In these test cases, the detonation
driver is about 5 m long in total and consists of three sections: two
straighttubeswith differentdiametersand a speciallydesignedarea-
changing section between the two tubes. The detonativegas used in
numerical simulations is a mixture of 2H2 C O2 at the initial condi-
tion of Pi D 0:1 MPa and Ti D 298:15 K. The adiabatic exponents
are taken to be 1:402 for the reactants and 1:219 for the products.
The reactionenergy is Q D 8:39 £ 106 J/kg. The molecularweights
are 12 for the reactants and 18 for the products.

In the following discussion, two major physical processes are
emphasized. The � rst process is the wave interaction after the det-
onation front moves into the specially designed section. Sequential
isobars of the � ow motion near the specially designed section will
be presentedto show the wave propagation,re� ection,and focusing.
The other is the pressure variations induced by the wave interaction
on the driving � ow. Sequential pro� les of pressure distributions
along the axis of symmetry in the detonation drivers are plotted for
investigation.From these results, the observedwave phenomenaare
explained, the mechanism behind the phenomena is explored, and
their effects on driving � ows are discussed.

A. Detonation Driver with 30-Degree Convergence Angle
The � rst case carried out is the con� guration of type A as shown

in Fig. 2a by setting a 30-deg convergence angle. For this case, the
large straight tube is 3.5 m long and 90 mm in diameter, and the
small tube is 1.5 m long and 60 mm in diameter. Between these
two tubes, a section with a 30-deg convergence angle is inserted.
Numerical results are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4.

Figure 3 shows four time sequencesof isobars of the � ow motion
shortly beforeand after the detonationfront moves into the converg-
ing section.Time interval is 25 ¹s between Figs. 3a, 3b, and 3c, and
50 ¹s between Figs. 3c and 3d. First, a planar detonationwave, that
is, the front of the Taylor expansion wave, as observed in Fig. 3a,
arrives at the entrance of the converging section, behind which ex-
pansionwaves are observablefrom the isobaras annotated.The det-
onationwave front re� ects from the convergingwall in Fig. 3b, and
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Mach re� ections develop later. Wave diffraction is also observable
behind the Mach stem as the expansionwaves behind the detonation
front pass through the convergingsection.Then, the re� ected shock
wave coalesces (Fig. 3c), and a nearly normal shock wave develops
and propagatesupstream, as shown in Fig. 3d. This shock wave can
elevateboth the pressureand temperatureof the � ow that has passed
through the shock wave. At the same time, a downstream-traveling
shock wave is also generated and catches up with the detonation
front very quickly as shown in Fig. 3c, which will result in an over-
driven detonation front. Moreover, it is observable in Figs. 3c and
3d that transverse wave re� ections repeatedly appear between the
detonationfront and the upstream-travelingshockwave, which may
induce pressure � uctuations in this region.

Sequential pressure distributions along the axis of symmetry of
case 1 are presented in Fig. 4 at four time steps. Figure 4a corre-
sponds to the time instant when a detonation front arrives at the
entrance of the converging section, as shown in Fig. 3a. The typi-
cal pressure distributionof the Taylor expansionwave is observable
here, which consists of the C–J plane in the detonation front, the

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 3 Time sequences of isobars of the � ow motion showing wave
interactions in case 1: 30-deg converging angle.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 4 Sequential pressure pro� les along the axis of symmetry of case 1: 30-deg converging angle.

expansion waves, and a � ow slug at uniform pressure. This result
shows that the reaction model adopted here can represent well the
Taylor similarity law. Figure 4b shows the � ow state shortlyafter the
re� ected shock waves merge at the axis of symmetry, as shown in
Fig. 3c. Two pressurepeaksappear in Fig. 4b: The higherone repre-
sents the postshockpressure of the upstream-travelingshock wave,
and the other represents the detonation front. The higher peak pres-
sure is about 40 times higher than the initial pressure but decreases
very rapidly as the upstream traveling shock wave propagates for-
ward, as seen in Figs. 4c and 4d. The pressure peak behind the
detonation front is higher than the C–J pressure (Fig. 4a), which
means the detonation front is overdriven. The upstream-traveling
shock wave induces a pressure level that achieved an average value
of 70% of the C–J pressure, as shown in Fig. 4d. Although the pres-
sure � uctuations shown in Fig. 4c due to the repeatedly re� ected
shock waves are rather higher, they attenuate quite quickly, as seen
in Fig. 4d. This implies that a more uniform driving � ow could be
expected in the driven section. Furthermore, when the pressurepro-
� le in Fig. 4a is compared with that in Fig. 4d, it can be concluded
that, as a driving � ow, the � ow state shown in Fig. 4d is more prefer-
able than that shown in Fig. 4a; therefore, the converging section
is helpful to increase the � ow pressure behind the detonation front
and to produce a more uniform driving � ow.

B. Detonation Driver with 45-Degree Convergence Angle
From thenumericalsimulationof case1, thedriving� owis known

to be improved, but the � ow pressure between positions at 2.7 and
4.0 m, as shown in Fig. 4d, is still lower than that behind the det-
onation front. This means that an even stronger upstream-traveling
shock wave is required. Case 2 is designed by setting the conver-
gence angle to be 45 deg in type A, as shown in Fig. 2. The idea
behindthis case is that a largerre� ectionanglemay inducea stronger
upstream-travelingshock wave. Numerical results of case 2 are pre-
sented in Figs. 5 and 6.

In Figs. 5 and 6, the wave interactions so far observable appear
to be similar to those shown in Figs. 3 and 4. However, some fea-
tures different from case 1 are worth pointing out. The stronger
shock re� ection generated,as shown in Fig. 5b, results in a stronger
upstream-traveling shock wave. Therefore, a higher peak pressure
due to shockwave focusingis observablein the pressuredistribution
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of Fig. 6b, which is 25% higher than that shown in Fig. 4b. The post-
shock pressurebehind the upstream-travelingshock wave in Fig. 6d
is 10% higher than that shown in Fig. 4d. This is useful for generat-
ing uniform driving � ows. When the peak pressureat the detonation
front in Figs. 4d and 6d is examined, the peak pressure in Fig. 6d is
lower. This means the detonation front in case 2 is less overdriven.
From the viewpoint of the uniformity of driving � ows, note that a
less overdriven-detonationfront will bene� t the detonation driver
and produce a more uniform driving � ow.

From the numerical result it is understood that the con� guration
of case 2 is better than case 1. This is attributable to the larger
convergence angle that can induce a stronger upstream-traveling
shock wave that is favorable to the generation of a more uniform
� ow pressure.

C. Detonation Driver with 90-Degree Convergence Angle
Motivated by observations in the last two cases, the third case is

designed with a 90-deg convergence angle so that a much stronger

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 5 Time sequences of isobars of the � ow motion showing wave
interactions in case 2 with a 45-deg converging angle.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 6 Sequential pressure pro� les along the axis of symmetry of case 2 with a 45-deg converging angle.

upstream-travelingshockwavecouldbeobtained.The con� guration
of case 3 is taken to be type B, as shown in Fig. 2b; actually it is the
same as type A with a 90-deg convergence angle. Four sequential
isobars of the wave interaction near the area-changing section are
presented in Fig. 7, and the sequential pressure distributions along
the axis of symmetry are plotted in Fig. 8.

It would be helpful to examine the performance of the three det-
onation drivers together by comparing Fig. 7 with Figs. 3 and 5, as
well as Fig. 8 with Figs. 4 and 6, because their con� gurations are
similar. In these three cases, the major wave phenomenon is that
the shock wave re� ects from the convergingwall and focuseson the
axis of symmetry,which leads to the generationof two shockwaves.
One is the upstream-travelingshock wave as shown in Figs. 3d, 5d,
and 7d, which increases the pressure of the gas it processes. The
stronger the shock wave is, the greater the improvement on driving
� ows. Another shock wave is a downstream-travelingone that can
catch up with the detonation front and results in an overdriven det-
onation front. This shock wave is dif� cult to observebecause shock

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 7 Time sequences of isobars of the � ow motion showing wave
interactions in case 3 with a 90-deg converging angle.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 8 Sequential pressure pro� les along the axis of symmetry of case 3 with a 90-deg converging angle.

wave focusing appears just shortly behind the detonation front, but
it can be identi� ed from Figs. 4b and 6b. The overpressure behind
the detonation fronts is 27 in Fig. 4b and 24 in Fig. 6b. Both are
higher than the C–J pressure of 16 in Figs. 4a and 6a. This results
from the interaction of the downstream-traveling shock wave with
the detonation fronts. The overdriven detonation front will attenu-
ate gradually because it is not self-sustained, but the driving � ow
uniformity will be affected to some extent.

When the numerical results of the three test cases are examined,
it is found that from case 1 to case 3, the upstream-travelingshock
wave becomes stronger and stronger and that the detonation front
gets less and less overdriven. The differencebetween cases 1 and 2
is obvious, but it is minor between case 2 and case 3. Moreover, the
increase of the postshock pressure behind the upstream-traveling
shock wave is not easy to identify from Figs. 6d and 8d, but the
detonation front in case 3 appears to be not as much overdriven as
in case 2. Therefore, the pressurepro� le in Fig. 8d appearsmore fa-
vorable and is achievedby avoiding the overdrivendetonationfront.
A key mechanism in these three cases with different convergence
angles is the amount of transverse shock re� ections. As the angle
increases, the component of the transverse re� ections decreases. In
the limit, as the angle becomes 90 deg, there is little or no trans-
verse re� ection, and the re� ections are all axial and in the upstream
direction only. This is reason that the � ow state appears the cleanest
and the detonation front is less overdriven in Fig. 8d.

In conclusion, the generation of a stronger upstream-traveling
shock wave and a less overdriven detonation front in a detonation
driver is the key to creating high-quality driving � ows.

D. Detonation Driver with a Cavity Ring
Although the numerical results presented in the preceding three

casesshowmuch improvementfordriving� ow uniformity,the post-
shock pressure behind the upstream-traveling shock wave is still
lower than theC–J pressure.To improvefurtherthe detonationdriver
performance, type-C, con� guration, as shown in Fig. 2, is studied
in case 4. The diameter ratio of the large-diametertube to the cavity
ring and to the small-diameter tube is taken to be 1.5:2.5:1.0. It is
expected that this special con� guration could be useful to avoid the
overdriven detonation, as well as to produce a stronger upstream-
traveling shock wave. Numerical results of this case are given in
Figs. 9 and 10.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 9 Time sequences of isobars of the � ow motion showing wave
interactions in case 4 with a cavity ring.

Sequential isobars of wave interactions near the cavity ring are
shown in Fig. 9. Note that the detonation front � rst diffracts at the
frontal surface of the cavity ring, as shown in Fig. 9a, and then re-
� ects from its sidewall, as seen in Fig. 9b. The diffractingdetonation
front bounces back later from the rear surface of the cavity ring, as
shown in Fig. 9b. Then, the re� ected shock waves coalesce toward
the axis of symmetry and complex wave interactionsdevelop in the
cavity ring, as shown in Fig. 9c. A nearly normal shock wave is
� nally generated and traveling upstream, as shown in Fig. 9d.

Figure 10 shows four sequential pressure distributions along the
axis of symmetry.The result in Fig. 10a correspondsto the � ow� eld
in Fig. 9b at the time instant immediately after the detonation front
moves out of the cavity ring. The pressure drop observable behind
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Fig. 10 Sequential pressure pro� les along the axis of symmetry of case 4 with a cavity ring.

Fig. 11 Schematic of the new detonation-driven shock tunnel installed in Institute of Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing.

the detonation front is due to wave diffraction. Figure 10b shows
a pressure peak generated when the coalescence of re� ected shock
waves appears in Fig. 9c. The pressurepeak decreases very rapidly,
as seen in Fig. 10c, and the driving � ow between the upstream
traveling shock and the detonation front at almost uniform pressure
is obtained (Fig. 10d).

When the pressure distribution shown in Fig. 10d is compared
with those shown in Figs. 4d, 6d, and 8d, it is found that the induced
pressure behind the upstream-traveling shock wave is higher, the
detonation front is less overdriven, and the driving � ow appears
more uniform. This demonstrates that the con� guration of case 4
could produce a much stronger upstream-travelingshock wave and
avoid an overdrivendetonation front. These are achieved due to the
re� ection of the diffracted detonation front from the rear surface of
the cavity ring. Moreover, the � ow energy stored in the cavity ring
is also favorable for the generationof a more uniform driving � ow.

V. Experiments
Based on the conclusiondrawnfrom the numericalinvestigations,

a new detonation-driven shock tunnel, as schematically shown in
Fig. 11, is manufactured and installed at the Institute of Mechan-
ics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing. This detonation-driven
shock tunnel consists of six main parts: a main detonation section,
a cavity ring, an additional detonation section, a driven section, a
nozzle,and a dump tank.The main detonationsection is 3.87 m long
and 90 mm in diameter, the cavity ring is 360 mm long and 130 mm
in diameter, and the additional detonation section is 180 mm long
and 60 mm in diameter. The detonationdriver, therefore,consists of
these three sections. The driven section is 7 m long and 60 mm in
diameterand is also referred to as the shock tube.The length of both

the additional detonation section and the cavity ring are changeable
so that the optimum con� guration could be explored.

Several experiments have been conducted by varying the initial
pressure and mass fractions of the H2/O2 mixture. Stagnation pres-
sure historiesmeasured at the end wall of the driven section are pre-
sented to examine the uniformity of test � ows. In the experiments,
the shock tube is closed without a nozzle to remove the effects
of the nozzle on the test gas � ow. However, it is too dif� cult to mea-
sure the pressure pro� les along the detonation driver and present
them in the same manner as in the numerical simulations.Neverthe-
less, the stagnation pressure histories at the end wall of the shock
tube could re� ect the wave characteristics observed in the driv-
ing � ows of the numerical simulations, for example, in Fig. 10d.
The results from two experiments, as shown in Fig. 12, are ob-
tained at the same initial condition of Pi D 0:5 MPa, Pi D 1:2 kPa,
H2:O2 D 4:1. Figure 12 shows that the two pressurepro� les are sim-
ilar to each other and that experimental repeatability is well demon-
strated.Moreover, the two experimental resultsexhibit similar wave
characters,as observed in the pressurepro� le in Fig. 10d: The pres-
sure jump appears � rst, showing the arrival of the leading shock
wave, followed by a pressure decrease, which is also observable in
Fig. 10d. Then the second pressure jump comes due to the effect of
the cavity ring and leads a uniform � ow slug with pressure � uctua-
tions,which attenuatedmuch more than in Fig. 10d. Finally, another
pressure jump appears, which is believed to be due to the re� ected
shock from the upstream closed end of the detonationdriver. In ad-
dition, the reservoir pressure obtained with the detonation-driven
shock tunnel could be maintained for as long as 4 ms. When it
is considered that the result is obtained with only a 4.41-m-long
detonation driver, this driving time is extremely promising.
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Fig. 12 Stagnation pressure histories measured at the end wall of the
driven section in case 4 with a cavity ring from two experiments at the
same conditions.

Fig. 13 Stagnation pressure histories measured at the end wall of the
driven section in case 3.

Stagnationpressuremeasuredat the end wall of the drivensection
in case 3 is given in Fig. 13, and this case is the same as case 4
without any cavity ring. When this result is compared with Fig. 8d,
similar features could be observed.At � rst, the arrivalof the leading
shock wave results in a pressure jump, then the pressure decrease
follows, and � nally a � ow slug with an almost uniform pressure
comes. Examination of Figs. 12 and 13, shows that the pressure
jump behind the leading shock wave in Fig. 13 is higher than in
Fig. 12, which is due to the effect of the overdriven detonation
front, and as a reservoir gas � ow, the � ow state in Fig. 12 seems
more preferable than that in Fig. 13.

These experimentscon� rm the conclusiondrawn from thenumer-
ical simulations, and the forward-running detonation driver with a
cavity ring has demonstrated to be a more promising choice for
high-enthalpyshock tunnels.

From the point view of shock wave dynamics, the wave phenom-
ena examined in the forward-running detonation drivers described
in this paper are summarized as follow: The detonation front is
re� ected at � rst in the area-changing section and then focuses on
the axis of symmetry. This process results in an upstream-traveling
shock wave and a downstream one. The upstream-traveling shock
wave can increase the pressure of the � ow it processes, and the
downstream-travelingshock wave will lead to a overdriven detona-
tion front. To improve � ow uniformity in the driver, an overdriven
detonation should be avoided, because otherwise it would be dif� -
cult for the upstream-travelingshock to induce a pressure level that
is as high as the detonation pressure. Rather, it is more preferable
to keep the pressure behind the detonation from increasing (as in
an overdriven wave) to achieve a uniform driving � ow. In the case
of the detonation driver with a cavity ring, the upstream-traveling
shockwave is stronger,and the downstream-travelingshock wave is
weaker. Moreover, the energy stored in the cavity ring can compen-
sate for the pressure decrease due to the Taylor expansion waves.
This has also been demonstrated to be helpful for the generationof
a more uniform driving � ow. These three wave phenomena are the

key points to consider for improving the driving � ow in detonation
drivers.

VI. Conclusions
Various detonation drivers with the specially designed sections,

operatedin the forward-runningmodel,werenumericallyexamined.
Experiments were also conductedby using a new detonation-driven
shock tunnel with a cavity ring. The results are summarized as fol-
lows: The re� ection of detonation waves at the converging wall
results in an upstream-traveling shock wave after complex wave
interactions. This shock wave can increase the � ow pressure that
has decreased due to the trailing expansion waves. Avoiding an
over-driven detonation front is also important for maintaining � ow
uniformity.Althoughthepressure� uctuationsdue to shockwave fo-
cusing and shock wave re� ection are observablein these detonation
drivers, they attenuate very rapidly as the detonation wave propa-
gates downstream in the detonation driver and the leading shock in
the shock tube. Moreover, the storage of part of the energy carried
by detonation fronts in a cavity ring to compensate for the pressure
decrease due to the Taylor expansion waves has demonstrated to
be helpful for improving the driving � ow. Among the tested deto-
nation drivers, the con� guration with a cavity ring is found to be
most promising. Feasibility of the proposed detonation driver for
high-enthalpy shock tunnels operating in a forward-running mode
is well demonstrated.
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